**Hour of the Wolf Theme Posse**

In a WARRIOR NATION Force, instead of a Faction Posse, Ghost Wolf may take this Theme Posse.

*If all six slots are filled with at least one unit in the Posse, then all units in the Posse gain the Shrouded rule. Ghost Wolf is the only unit with the BOSS Trait permitted in this Posse.*

1. **Hawkeye or a unit of Weylyn Spirit Walkers.**
2. **A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or unit of Weylyn Spirit Walkers.**
3. **A Hunting Wolves unit and/or unit of Weylyn Spirit Walkers.**
4. **A Hunting Wolves unit or a Warrior Nation Hands unit.**
5. **A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or unit of Weylyn Spirit Walkers.**
6. **A Warrior Nation Hands unit or a Warrior Nation Support unit with the Beast Trait.**